Previous studies have identified sin mutations that alleviate the requirement for the yeast SWI/SNF chromatin remodelling complex, which include point changes in the yeast genes encoding core histones. Here we characterise the biochemical properties of nucleosomes bearing these mutations. We find that sin mutant nucleosomes have a high inherent thermal mobility. As the SWI/SNF complex can alter nucleosome positioning, the higher mobility of sin mutant nucleosomes provides a means by which sin mutations may substitute for SWI/SNF function. The location of sin mutations also provides a new opportunity for insights into the mechanism for nucleosome mobilisation. We find that both mutations altering histone DNA contacts at the nucleosome dyad and mutations in the dimertetramer interface influence nucleosome mobility. Furthermore, incorporation of H2A.Z into nucleosomes, which also alters dimer-tetramer interactions, affects nucleosome mobility. Thus, variation of histone sequence or subtype provides a means by which eukaryotes may regulate access to chromatin through alterations to nucleosome mobility. The EMBO Journal (2004) 
Introduction
Nucleosomes are the universal molecular packaging state of DNA in nuclei. They are responsible for compacting eukaryotic genomes to allow them to fit into the limited volume of the cell nucleus. The nucleosome core particle and an additional variable length of unbound linker DNA together comprise the fundamental repeating unit of chromatin (Kornberg, 1974) . The nucleosome core particle consists of a core of eight polypeptides, two copies each of the four highly conserved histone proteins H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, around which 147 bp of DNA are wrapped in 1.7 superhelical turns (Luger et al, 1997) . H3 and H4 associate to form histone fold dimers as do histones H2A and H2B. Each histone fold dimer associates to form an octameric spiral with dyad symmetry.
The H2AÀH2B histone fold dimer units are less stably associated within the octamer than the two H3ÀH4 histone fold dimers (Eickbush and Moudrianakis, 1978) . A number of extra protein elements decorate the regular spiral of histone fold dimers, including unstructured 'tails' that extend outside the DNA superhelix, the additional H3 aN helix that organises the most exterior turn of bound DNA, a structured H2A C-terminal extension that passes over the top face of the histone octamer, and an H2B aC helix lying above the histone dimer (Luger and Richmond, 1998) .
A consequence of the organisation of DNA into nucleosomes is that all genetic processes must contend with a chromatin substrate. In the case of gene regulation, wrapping into nucleosomes makes DNA sequences differentially accessible to transcription factors (Owen-Hughes and Workman, 1994) . Accessibility of a particular site depends on the absolute 'position' of the nucleosome (Polach and Widom, 1995) , and many cases have been recognised in which nucleosome positioning affects genomic accessibility (Simpson, 1990; Lomvardas and Thanos, 2002; Miller and Widom, 2003) . In this way, nucleosomes are active participants in the regulatory pathways and a range of mechanisms exist to influence their positioning.
One class of activities that can directly manipulate nucleosome positioning are the ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling complexes (Becker and Horz, 2002) . These complexes comprise a central helicase-related, ATP-consuming subunit with various numbers of associated subunits that modulate and target its activity. Although their exact mechanism of action remains unknown, a common property shared by almost all such complexes is the ability to alter the positioning of nucleosomes along DNA (Hamiche et al, 1999; Langst et al, 1999; Whitehouse et al, 1999; Jaskelioff et al, 2000) . ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling complexes are ubiquitous in eukaryotes, with multiple forms of the core ATP motor subunit and various ways of combining the associated subunits. For example, Saccharomyces cerevisiae encodes at least six different Snf2-related proteins that are catalytic subunits of ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling activities (Shiratori et al, 1999) . Analysis of the function of these proteins has revealed involvement in processes ranging from transcription to DNA replication (Becker and Horz, 2002) .
The genes that encode the S. cerevisiae SWI/SNF complex were first identified from parallel screens for defects in yeast mating type SWItching, and Sucrose Non Fermentation (Neigeborn and Carlson, 1984; Stern et al, 1984; Breeden and Nasmyth, 1987) . It is now clear that the SWI/SNF complex is involved in the regulation of a significant subset of yeast genes (Holstege et al, 1998; Sudarsanam et al, 2000) . Importantly, mutations that result in the loss of SWI/SNF function can be suppressed by mutations in several classes of proteins with generalised roles in gene expression. These were originally labelled SIN or SDI because they conferred Swi/Snf Independence Sternberg et al, 1987; Winston and Carlson, 1992) . The originally identified sin mutants include mutations to the genes encoding SIN1 (Kruger and Herskowitz, 1991) , an HMG1-like factor; SIN3, a component of the RPD3 histone deacetylase complex (Kadosh and Struhl, 1997) ; and SIN4, a component of the Pol II holoenzyme complex (Li et al, 1995; Song et al, 1996) . Sin2 was found to be a point mutant of a gene encoding histone H3, and a number of other mutations in histones H3 and H4 have since been identified using genetic screens (Kruger et al, 1995) . SIN-related phenotypes have also been reported for the targeted mutation of tyrosines of H4 and H2B involved in inter-histone interactions and deletion of the H2B N-terminal tail, and also from a number of H2A mutations revealed by a genetic screen (Hirschhorn et al, 1995; Santisteban et al, 1997; Recht and Osley, 1999) . Taken together, these observations suggest that the structure of the histone octamer plays a central role in the mechanism by which SWI/SNF acts.
Broadly, the known core histone sin mutations fall into two groups when located on the nucleosome core particle structure (Figure 1 ). Mutations to H4 R45, H3 T118 and H3 R116 are very near the dyad DNA contact points at SHL0.5, whereas other sin mutation sites are more distant, mainly near tetramer-dimer packing interfaces. It is widely accepted that core histone sin mutations affect chromatin structure, yet without altering the stoichiometry of the histone octamer (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997; Wechser et al, 1997; Horn et al, 2002) or the overall wrapping of DNA (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997) . The most significant changes observed to date involve alterations to generalised DNA accessibility. This has been observed for micrococcal nuclease (Santisteban et al, 1997; Wechser et al, 1997; Recht and Osley, 1999; Fleming and Pennings, 2001 ), Dam methyltransferase (Wechser et al, 1997) , DNaseI (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997) , hydroxy radicals (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997) and restriction enzymes (Horn et al, 2002) . A lower chromatin-dependent superhelical density was reported in vivo for H4 R45H (Wechser et al, 1997) , although this was not found for H2B mutants in vivo (Recht and Osley, 1999) or H3 mutants in vitro (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997) .
Although core histone sin mutations have been studied for over a decade, it has remained unclear how changes in DNA accessibility can suppress defects in SWI/SNF function. Earlier researchers had suggested that the mutant histones spontaneously generated a remodelled state of the nucleosome. However, careful analysis of the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA revealed that this was not the case. Instead it was found that there is a subtle increase in accessibility towards the outer edges of the nucleosome (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997) . As a potential explanation for this, it has been proposed that alterations to the nucleosome dyad might affect the association of DNA at the entry-exit point in the nucleosome. Horn et al (2002) developed this into the specific proposal that mutations on the central H3-H4 histone fold interacting directly with dyad DNA could cause changes in local DNA conformation, which would in turn disturb direct interactions of H3 aN helix with the same DNA. The H3 aN helix also controls the most terminal DNA-binding sites in the nucleosome core at SHL6.5. Since Horn et al (2002) observed that nucleosomal arrays containing H4 R45H adopt a condensed configuration less readily, they proposed that this might occur as a result of the altered DNA entry-exit trajectory, with the implication that such destabilisation of higher order chromatin structure compensates for loss of SWI/SNF activity.
Over recent years it has become clear that a shared property of many ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling complexes is the ability to redistribute nucleosomes along DNA. Nevertheless, isolated nucleosomes have long been recognised to slide along DNA in the absence of these complexes in a thermal energy-driven process (Meersseman et al, 1992) . Because core histone sin mutations allow S. cerevisiae to grow in the absence of functional SWI/SNF remodelling complex, we investigated whether these mutations altered the thermal mobility of nucleosomes. We find that sin mutations reduce the temperature required for thermal nucleosome redistribution. Thus, the increased thermal mobility of sin mutant nucleosomes provides a simple means by which these mutations may substitute the requirement for the SWI/SNF complex.
Results

Quantitative assay for nucleosome mobilisation
In order to achieve quantitative measurements of mobilisation, nucleosomes were assembled onto a 255 bp fragment from the nucA region of mouse mammary tumour virus long terminal repeat (MMTV LTR). This was designed such that 54 bp extensions flank the 147 bp occupied by the nucleosome core and is referred to as 54A54. In order to confirm that nucleosomes occupy this location, we monitored nucleosome positioning by native gel electrophoresis and site-directed mapping. Site-directed mapping involves the attachment of an iron chelating compound to sites close to the dyad and enables the positions of nucleosomes to be mapped with base pair precision (Flaus et al, 1996) . Following chromatin assembly by salt dialysis, site-directed mapping results in the generation of a pair of cleavage sites which indicate that the majority of nucleosomes are assembled as expected such that their dyad is located at þ 70 relative to the MMTV transcriptional start site ( Figure 2A , lane 2). Consistent with this, nucleosomes assembled onto this DNA fragment migrate predominantly as a single species of relatively low mobility ( Figure 2B, lane 1) . A minor population of nucleosomes is also observed 18 bp upstream of the main position (labelled 'p'). When nucleosomes assembled onto this DNA fragment are subject to thermal incubation for increasing times, they redistribute to positions þ 22 and þ 125, 48 bp upstream and 55 bp downstream of the original position, respectively ( Figure 2A , lanes 3-5). Native gel electrophoresis of the same samples shows that the initial centrally located species is transformed into two faster migrating positions ( Figure 2B, lanes 1-4) . No obvious accumulation of intermediates was observed.
Introduction of sin mutations alters the inherent thermal mobility of nucleosomes
The well-separated and relatively homogenous initial position to which nucleosomes are deposited on this fragment, together with the defined products of thermal shifting, make it possible to accurately quantitate nucleosome movement using native gel electrophoresis. Under standard conditions with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl buffer, we measured the rate of change in the proportion of initial and final positions for wild-type (WT) nucleosomes and those containing histone H4 substitution Arg45-His (H4 R45H). Figure 3A shows that at 461C H4 R45H nucleosomes migrated from their initial location considerably faster than the control nucleosomes. As over half of the H4 R45H nucleosomes had vacated their initial location within 3 min at 461C, a series of thermal redistribution time-course reactions were carried out at a range of different temperatures. These show that there is a 4-to 6-fold difference in the rate of nucleosome movement between WT and H4 R45H across the temperature range ( Figure 3B ).
Because the observed rates differed by such a significant amount at any particular temperature, we chose instead to determine the temperature sufficient for mobilising 50% of the nucleosomes in 60 min (i.e. a rate of 0.08 pmol/min under our experimental conditions). This characteristic temperature for each nucleosome variant was determined by incubating identical reaction aliquots in parallel across a range of temperatures followed by gel electrophoresis, as shown for Figure 3C . A plot of the proportion of nucleosomes shifted at each temperature was then used to calculate the temperature required to shift 50% of the nucleosomes under these conditions. In the case of R45H mutation, the temperature required for thermal shifting is 331C, which is a substantial 101C lower than that for the WT octamer (431C; Table I ). Seven replicates of the thermal shifting reaction with WT nucleosomes assembled from three independently refolded histone octamer preparations showed the variation in measurements to be less than 11C (data not shown). Thus, the thermal mobilisation assay provides a means of measuring differences in the inherent thermal mobility of nucleosomes with an accuracy of approximately 11C.
H4 R45H in
The H4 R45H mutation was characterised initially as it was identified in the initial screen for suppressors of defects in the SWI/SNF complex (Kruger et al, 1995) and has a substantial effect on HO expression when present as the sole source of histone H4 in yeast (Wechser et al, 1997) . Additional mutations were identified in the initial genetic screens and the effect of these mutations on nucleosome mobility was investigated next. All products formed unique bands similar to those of WT and the effects on thermal mobility are summarised in Table I . With the exception of H4 V43I, all of the sin mutants tested significantly reduced the temperature required for thermal nucleosome movement. The magnitude of the effect ranged from a substantial change of approximately 101C for the H3 T118I, H4 R45C and H4 R45H mutations, to less severe, but still significant changes of 3 and 41C for H3 E105K and H3 R116H, respectively.
We also noted that the products of the thermal shifting reaction differed for some of the nucleosomes containing sin mutations. For example, the V43I mutation alters the relative proportions of the two products obtained from the thermal shifting reaction ( Figure 3C and D) . As a subset of sin mutations were found to alter the directionality of nucleosome mobilisation, these data are included in Tables I and II . In order to confirm that these products represent nucleosomes located at the þ 22 and þ 125 locations as observed with WT octamer, one of the sin mutations that caused asymmetric accumulation of products, H3 R116H, was combined with H4 to which the site-directed mapping reagent had been attached. Site-directed mapping confirmed that these nucleosomes moved to the same locations as WT nucleosomes, although a higher proportion accumulated at the þ 22 location (Supplementary Figure 1) . The preferential accumulation of nucleosomes at one end of the fragment could occur as a result of the preferential movement of sin mutant nucleosomes in the upstream direction, or be caused by a difference in the stability of nucleosomes to dissociation. In order to test this latter possibility, we monitored the accumulation of each species during incubation at successively higher temperatures. The results (shown in Supplementary  Figure 2) indicate that preferential dissociation of one species is unlikely to explain the asymmetric redistribution.
In order to compare the changes in mobility we have detected to the severity of sin mutations in vivo, we have compiled data from the previously published functional characterisation of sin mutations. These are also summarised Table I . One problem in assembling these data is that the effects of significant numbers of sin mutations have not been monitored quantitatively in the absence of the corresponding WT protein under otherwise controlled conditions for many different reporter genes. Despite the fact that not all the desirable information is available, it is clear that sin mutations differ in their severity depending upon the assay used to monitor function. For example, the H4 V43I mutation is effective in overcoming the requirement for SWI/SNF at the HO promoter, but does not have much effect on expression of the PHO5 promoter in the presence of phosphate (Table I; Wechser et al, 1997) . Thus, the effect of sin mutations varies depending on the context, suggesting that the sensitivity of specific genes to different attributes of chromatin structure varies. The effect of sin mutations on thermal mobility also varies, but overall there is a reasonable correlation between the severity of sin mutations and the degree to which they can suppress the requirement for the SWI/SNF complex.
Sin mutations alter nucleosome mobility under different ionic conditions
The original observations of thermal nucleosome mobilisation in vitro by Bradbury and colleagues showed that sliding could be blocked by 2 mM MgCl 2 (Pennings et al, 1991) . As ionic conditions alter nucleosome mobility, we wanted to establish whether the alteration to nucleosome mobility we detected was unique to the experimental conditions we had selected, or whether the effect was generally applicable over a range of conditions. Firstly, we confirmed that moderate concentrations of MgCl 2 have an inhibitory effect on nucleosome mobility, although even 2 mM MgCl 2 did not totally prevent the nucleosome sliding ( Figure 4A ). The mobility of H4 R45H sin mutant nucleosomes was also reduced by MgCl 2 ( Figure 4B ). However, as the R45H octamers have generally higher mobility, the majority were still redistributed within 48 min even in the presence of 2 mM MgCl 2 . Figure 4C shows the proportion of nucleosomes redistributed over time for WT and sin mutant nucleosomes in the presence of a range of MgCl 2 and CaCl 2 concentrations. MgCl 2 and CaCl 2 were found to affect nucleosome mobility similarly whether WT or R45H octamer was used ( Figure 4C and D) . Importantly, over a range of divalent or monovalent salt concentrations, the H4 R45H mutation still exhibited dramatically enhanced nucleosome mobility ( Figure 4B ).
Sin mutations do not affect the rate of remodelling by the SWI/SNF and RSC complexes
To investigate the relationship between thermal-and ATPdependent nucleosome mobilisation, we next determined the effect of nucleosomes containing H4 R45H on sliding by the yeast RSC and SWI/SNF remodelling complexes. In order to do this, preparations of WT and sin mutant nucleosomes were prepared that were carefully matched for concentration and in the proportion of free DNA. Incubation of WT nucleosomes with yeast RSC complex over a time course results in the accumulation of faster migrating products ( Figure 5A , lanes 2-7). Previous studies suggest that the faster migrating species that are generated represent nucleosomes relocated to a series of positions at and beyond the ends of this DNA fragment (Fan et al, 2003; Flaus and Owen-Hughes, 2003a; Kassabov et al, 2003) . Incubation of a well-matched preparation of H4 R45H sin mutant nucleosomes displays an identical RSC-dependent accumulation of faster migrating products ( Figure 5A , lanes 9-14). We next determined whether there was any effect of sin mutations on the action of the yeast SWI/SNF complex. Figure 5B shows that this complex causes the mobility of nucleosomes assembled onto this fragment to increase. When H4 R45H-containing nucleosomes are incubated with SWI/SNF in the presence of ATP, the amount of nucleosomes at the original location decreases at a rate similar to the WT octamer ( Figure 5B) . Thus, the rates at which WT and R45H nucleosomes are remodelled are comparable.
A role for alterations to histone DNA contacts at the nucleosome dyad and reduced association of H2A with the H3-H4 histone fold in nucleosome mobility The mutations at H4 R45 and H3 T118 occur at locations in the nucleosome structure in close proximity to DNA at the nucleosome dyad. This raises the possibility that the means by which they alter nucleosome mobility involves destabilisation of histone DNA contacts in the region of the nucleosome dyad. In support of this, the crystal structures of nucleosomes bearing these mutations show a loss of histone DNA contacts in this region (Muthurajan et al, 2004) . As DNA is bound to the surface of the histone octamer by more interactions in this central region, loosening histone DNA contacts here provides an attractive basis for affecting a ratelimiting step in nucleosome mobilisation. Nevertheless, the actual reason for this awaits clarification of the actual mechanistic steps in nucleosome sliding. However, the mutation at H3 E105K is distant from DNA and appears unlikely to affect histone DNA contacts directly. As we detect a significant change in the mobility of nucleosomes bearing this mutation (Table I) , there is likely to be another route by which nucleosome structure can be altered so as to increase nucleosome mobility. One possibility is that this mutation destabilises the interaction of the H2A Cterminal extension with histone H3. In support of this, a significant number of mutations that might affect association of the C-terminal extension with the H3-H4 histone fold have been previously found to confer sin phenotypes in vivo. These include H4 Y98 and H2B H2A L115 (Hirschhorn et al, Figure 6A . To investigate this further, a surface interaction map for the H2A C-terminal region was generated ( Figure 6B ). Remarkably, the H3 E105, H4 Y98 and H2A L115 mutations map to regions of close contact in this region. In order to test whether the H4 Y98H, H3 L48A or H3 Q55A alterations cause an alteration to nucleosome mobility, we attempted to make nucleosmes containing these mutations. Surprisingly, these mutations destabilised dimer-tetramer association to the extent that we were unable to prepare these histone octamers in vitro (data not shown). We were able to generate H2A L115S and its neighbour H2A L116C, and find that these increase thermal mobility by 4 and 61C, respectively (Table II) . Point mutation of amino acids is not the only means by which the association of H2A with nucleosomes can be manipulated. Most eukaryotes encode multiple variants of histone H2A, one of the best characterised of which is H2A.Z. We also noted that many of the changes between WT and histone variant H2A.Z are clustered in this H2A C-terminal extension, and that the essential regions of its sequence for biological activity lay in this region between residues 97 and 117 (Clarkson et al, 1999) . Figure 6C shows interaction surface maps for the WT and H2A.Z nucleosomes in this region. This illustrates that the number of close contacts between the H2A C-terminal region and the histone octamer is qualitatively reduced in this region. Because sin mutations that reduce these contacts affect nucleosome mobility, we expect that the incorporation of H2A.Z into nucleosomes might also increase nucleosome mobility. H2A.Z-containing nucleosomes were found to relocate at 391C, 41C lower than was observed for WT nucleosomes (Table II) .
For completeness, we also include data for the thermal mobilisation of other histone variants and mutations we had available. Nucleosomes assembled using the human histone genes have mobility identical to that of Xenopus nucleosomes, despite the fact that human octamers contain over 40 amino-acid changes. Incorporation of the histone H3.3 variant into the human histone octamer had little effect on its mobility. Histone H3.3 differs from H3 at four amino acids. Finally, we also monitored the mobility of the mutant H4 S47C that we use for site-directed nucleosome mapping. This mutation causes a strong sin phenotype at the SUC2 and FLO1 promoters (Fleming and Pennings, 2001 ), but we find it has little effect on nucleosome mobility.
Discussion
The observation that the requirement for the SWI/SNF complex can be compensated for by histone mutations suggests that the means by which this complex functions involves manipulation of chromatin structure. However, the basis for this has not been clear. Although it is known that the SWI/ SNF complex can alter nucleosome positioning in vitro, there is limited evidence to support a general role for nucleosomes redistribution in the function of SWI/SNF complexes in vivo. Here we report that increased thermal mobility is a shared property of most of the core histone sin mutations. Furthermore, there is a qualitative correlation between the ability of the H3 sin mutations to rescue SWI/SNF deletions and the magnitude of the effect on sliding. This is consistent with the function of SWI/SNF involving the manipulation of nucleosome positioning. The increased inherent thermal mobility of nucleosomes bearing sin mutations provides a simple means of enabling nucleosomes to redistribute independently of SWI/SNF complex.
The possibility that sin mutant histones affected nucleosome mobility has previously been considered by Kurumizaka and Wolffe (1997) , who cited unpublished data comparing WT and H3 R116H-containing nucleosomes using the two-dimensional gel approach of Bradbury and co-workers. In these experiments, it was reported that both WT and sin mutant nucleosomes exhibited significant mobility at 371C. Unfortunately, this is not very informative as the temperature selected does not allow an accurate assessment of any differences in thermal mobility to be made. It is likely that the low ionic strength electrophoresis buffer and the relatively high mobility of nucleosomes on 5S DNA contributed to the high levels of sliding observed. Of the mutants identified in the original genetic screens of Kruger et al, only H4 V43I does not significantly increase thermal mobility in our assay. Although H4 V43I did not reduce the temperature required for thermal shifting, it altered the directionality of nucleosome sliding, a feature shared with a subset of the sin mutations we have characterised (Tables I and II) . As the histone octamer is symmetrical, this asymmetry must be conferred by the DNA sequence. Consistent with this, we find that when asymmetric derivatives of the MMTV nuc A sequence are used in sliding assays, H3 V43I caused a difference in the rate of sliding in the upstream but not the downstream direction (Supplementary Figure 3) . This suggests that some feature of the DNA sequence favours movement of sin mutant octamers in the þ 22 direction. If a similar effect occurred in vivo, it could profoundly alter the function of a nucleosome in gene regulation. Thus, it is possible that this DNA sequence-dependent effect could contribute to the gene-specific effects of some sin mutations; for example, only a subset of sin mutations are able to substitute the requirement for SWI/ SNF at SUC2 (Hirschhorn et al, 1995; Wechser et al, 1997; Recht and Osley, 1999) . H4 V43I had significantly lower effects than H4 R45 mutants on Dam methylation and expression from the PHO5 promoter in vivo (Wechser et al, 1997) (Table I) .
Our observation that sin mutations alter nucleosome mobility does not preclude them from acting in other ways as well. In this respect, an obvious candidate would be H4 S47C mutation, which was found to have little effect on nucleosome mobility in our study (Table II) , but does affect expression of the FLO1 gene in vivo (Fleming and Pennings, 2001 ). One alternative means by which it is possible that sin mutations alter chromatin structure involves altering the ability of nucleosome arrays to adopt higher order structures. Previously, it has been observed that the H4 R45H and R45C mutations reduce the ability of nucleosomes to form more compact structures (Horn et al, 2002) . However, this has not been tested for the V43I or S47C mutations. The finding that the H4 R45H and R45C mutations both alter nucleosome mobility and chromatin compaction raises the possibility that the defective compaction into nucleosomal arrays could be a secondary effect of increased nucleosome mobility. This is attractive as the spacing between nucleosomes will dramatically affect the way in which neighbouring nucleosomes are aligned within a nucleosomal array. The spacing of more mobile nucleosomes might be expected to be less ordered and to impede the formation of a chromatin fibre. Our results show that nucleosomes remain mobile in the 1-2 mM MgCl 2 conditions used to generate compacted arrays ( Figure 4A-C) , and we have previously observed that nucleosomes assembled on the 5S-derived DNA used in the compaction studies are significantly more thermally mobile than on the MMTV nucA sequence (Flaus et al, 1996) . It will be interesting to learn whether the full spectrum of sin mutations affects the ability of nucleosomal arrays to adopt condensed structures and whether there is any correlation with the effects on thermal mobility we have observed.
With respect to H2A.Z, the situation is more complicated because two contradictory reports exist as to whether this histone variant affects higher order chromatin compaction (Abbott et al, 2001; Fan et al, 2002) . However, recent functional studies suggest that H2A.Z functions to prevent the spread of heterochromatin (Meneghini et al, 2003) . Importantly, yeast H2A.Z is unable to act like a conventional sin mutation in suppressing the effect of SWI/SNF deletion, but instead cells are highly dependent on SWI/SNF when H2A.Z is deleted. Synergy between H2A.Z and SWI/SNF has been characterised at the PHO5 and GAL1 genes, suggesting that incorporation of H2A.Z primes genes for activation (Santisteban et al, 2000) . Our observation that H2A.Z-containing nucleosomes have high inherent mobility provides an alternative mechanism by which this could occur. If enrichment for H2A.Z increases nucleosome mobility, then the requirement for SWI/SNF would be reduced. Conversely, depletion of H2A.Z would be expected to increase the requirement for a nucleosome mobilising activity such as SWI/SNF. It is tempting to speculate that H2A.Z acts as a 'plug-in' cassette to alter the biophysical properties of targeted nucleosomes.
Although the sliding assay is highly sensitive and quantitative, the histones and DNA used in the nucleosome mobilisation assay reported here are not of yeast origin, and the recombinant histones are not post-translationally modified. Despite extensive efforts, we have so far been unable to assemble S. cerevisiae histone-containing nucleosomes of sufficient quality to carry out measurements of comparable accuracy. Comparison of the Xenopus laevis and S. cerevisiae nucleosome core particle structures shows 85% sequence identity and only 1.1 Å RMS deviation for the structured core of the histones, suggesting that all general properties of nucleosomes are maintained between species. The only major identifiable structural difference is the absence of an inter-H2A/H2B dimer interaction in the S. cerevisiae nucleosome (White et al, 2001 ). This may contribute to the difficulty in assembling yeast histone octamers in vitro, but the high degree of similarity between yeast and Xenopus histones means that it is possible to introduce yeast mutations in the Xenopus background.
With respect to DNA sequence, we have observed qualitatively similar effects on sliding using the MMTV LTR nucB positioning sequence (data not shown), and an accompanying manuscript shows consistent results for 5S and alpha satellite-derived sequences (Muthurajan et al, 2004) . However, it is likely that DNA sequence may influence the magnitude of the temperature-dependent effects observed and may contribute to the gene-specific effects of some sin mutations.
Our observation that sin mutations affect nucleosome sliding provides an opportunity for new insights into the mechanisms by which nucleosomes move along DNA. The finding that sin mutations which alter histone DNA contacts at the nucleosome dyad (Muthurajan et al, 2004) affect nucleosome sliding suggests that the breakage of these contacts could be a rate-limiting step for nucleosome movement. We have also found that alterations to nucleosome structure that do not directly alter DNA contacts also affect nucleosome mobility. In particular, we note that alterations that would be predicted to loosen the association of histone H2A/H2B dimers with the H3/H4 tetramer affect nucleosome mobility. The dimer-tetramer interface represents a weak link in the structure of the nucleosomes and is the first major rearrangement to occur upon incubation of nucleosomes in increasing salt (Germond et al, 1976) . Dimer loss has also been reported to occur as a result of transcription and the action of ATPdependent remodelling enzymes (Bruno et al, 2003) . The finding that mutations that are expected to alter the stability of association between the H2A/H2B dimer and the nucleosome also alter nucleosome mobility raises the possibility that a rearrangement of the histone dimers occurs during nucleosome mobilisation. This would require a substantial refinement to the currently popular 'twist defect diffusion' and 'bulge diffusion' models for nucleosome sliding (Flaus and Owen-Hughes, 2003b) . It is also possible that rearrangement of the dimer-tetramer interface could cause alterations to nuclease sensitivity as has been detected at the DNA entry/exit for sin-containing mononucleosomes in vitro (Kurumizaka and Wolffe, 1997) and observed for sin mutant chromatin structure in vivo (Santisteban et al, 1997; Wechser et al, 1997; Recht and Osley, 1999; Fleming and Pennings, 2001) or affect chromatin fibre formation (Horn et al, 2002) .
Although the H4 R45H mutation has a very significant effect on thermally driven nucleosome sliding, it has no effect on the rate of sliding catalysed by the SWI/SNF and RSC ATPdependent remodelling complexes ( Figure 5 ). This is consistent with the observations of Horn et al (2002) , who found that H4 R45H nucleosomes enabled SWI/SNF-dependent restriction enzyme access at qualitatively similar rates to WT nucleosomes. Although this suggests that there are different rate-limiting steps for ATP-dependent nucleosome redistribution when compared to thermal redistribution, it does not mean that the same interactions do not need to be broken during each process.
Although core histone proteins are among the most conserved in nature, it remains unclear exactly why such extreme conservation is required. Nucleosomes must be sufficiently stable to effectively package DNA, but also retain the fluidity for rearrangement during gene regulation. Our finding that relatively subtle alterations to the histone proteins can have dramatic effects on nucleosome mobility suggests that nucleosomes are finely tuned to meet these opposing criteria. Consistent with this, nucleosomes made from Xenopus and human histones were found to have identical mobilities despite a difference of 40 amino acids between them.
Materials and methods
WT histone sequences were as described by Luger et al. Histone mutagenesis was carried out using the Quikchange method (Stratagene), and histones were prepared and refolded into octamers as previously described (Luger et al, 1999) . 54A54 DNA spanning from bases À58 to þ 197 of the MMTV 3 0 LTR promoter and flanking mouse genomic sequences (Donehower et al, 1983; Flaus and Richmond, 1998) was prepared by PCR and purified by ion exchange chromatography. DNA was labelled using 5 0 Cy5 dyes on PCR primers or with 5 0 32 P ATP using standard methods. Nucleosomes were assembled as previously described (Luger et al, 1999) and maintained at 0-41C at all times. Site-directed mapping and ATP-dependent remodelling activities were carried out as described previously (Flaus and Owen-Hughes, 2003a) . Thermal nucleosome mobilisation was carried out by mixing 1 pmol nucleosomes in a total volume of 10 ml with final conditions of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl except in Figure 4 , where ionic conditions were as indicated with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) buffer. All assays were carried out by incubating samples in an Eppendorf Mastercycler PCR machine whose temperature accuracy had been confirmed to 70.51C according to the manufacturer's protocols. For temperature gradient experiments, samples were incubated for 60 min at six appropriate temperatures in o31C intervals, followed by cooling to 41C. Gel electrophoresis was carried out at 41C as previously described (Flaus and Richmond, 1998) , and results were quantitated using a Fuji FLA2000 imaging system with fluorescent detection or phosphor plates that had been tested for linearity. Temperatures for 50% sliding were determined by graphical interpolation.
Interaction plots were prepared using Molsurfer software with default settings (Gabdoulline et al, 2003 ; http://projects. villa-bosch.de/dbase/molsurfer/) based on PDB structures 1AOI (WT) and 1F66 (H2A.Z). All structure images were prepared using RasMol (http://www.openrasmol.org/).
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Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online.
